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The subcommittee thanks 

- the President for the thoughtful message to the community

- the Provost who has been a leader in transparency

- GWIT for meeting the subcommittee and answering countless questions

* Also, this presentation will concentrate on risks. But many risks do not appear to 
have been realized

The Good News



Campuses are not businesses; they are learning communities

Students (and some faculty and staff) have GWU as their home for four years. It is a community intentionally created for its 
members to be intellectually curious. Privacy is essential for this.

Healthy intellectual communities require privacy for students

Students may not want electronic records of what political groups they joined

Students may not want electronic records of their participation in planning for protests

Students may not want electronic records of meetings with dissidents

Students may not want electronic records of their locations on campus for security reasons (e.g., DACA)

Students may not want electronic records of their visits to counseling

* Even if GWU does nothing with the electronic records, the presence or existence of these records is an inherent risk to 
students

Why this is important?
Intellectual Community



Most students and some faculty and staff live on campus and depend on it for services. There is no separate 
“home” for most of the year.

The creation of an effective residential community requires creating at least some kind of “private sphere” where 
people enjoy traditional privacy protections on campus.

Students may not want electronic records kept of who they spend the night with
Students may not want their attendance at private social gatherings to be tracked or logged
Students may not want electronic records kept of their visits to the Health Center 
Students may not want electronic records of support groups they participate in (e.g., AA)
* Students may not trust the university to keep this information confidential.

Why this is important?
Residential Community



Faculty also presume that the university enhances privacy in ways necessary for the research mission

At a campus like GW, faculty and especially graduate students frequently meet with individuals who expect that electronic 
records are not kept of their meetings with researchers

The university should not keep electronic records of individuals who are being interviewed with the promise of 
complete confidentiality
The university should not keep records of individuals who participate in clinical research with the promise of 
complete confidentiality
* Respondents may not trust the university to keep their records secure

It is also a threat to faculty life more generally (e.g., Shared Governance Conversations, GWUFA meetings)

Why is this important? 
Faculty Life



The subcommittee is working from meetings and discussion. We 
have not seen documents. Our goal is to help people understand 
the program as it has been explained to us. 

A disclaimer



GW began a process of modernizing 
wifi across the university

GW received a “free trial” of Degree 
Analytics software tools

GW began a campus wide program 
in Fall 2021. It lasted only for the 
semester

The Basic Facts: A History



Your device connects to 
GW wifi via access points 
(gwireless, eduroam)

The access server stores 
information about the users 
who log into wifi

There are many access 
points around campus (one 
estimate was about 6000)

How was data collected



Complete Locational Table: All users access point, user id, 
timestamp, and device name

Student Table: Joined the above information to the Student 
Information System (e.g., GWID, Greek, Athlete, Gender, Dining 
Plan Type, Admission Type, Residence Hall)

Note: User ID and GWID were hashed

What data was collected



Heat maps of campus 
How many people were in a building?
What floors were they on?
Where were they generally clustered?

Data on student users
Do students leave over Thanksgiving?
What kinds of students leave?

Outputs

Dashboard example

• A line graph of campus 
population by week. 
(drops on 
Thanksgiving)



The dashboards were aggregate data

The tables were individual-level data
Likely billions of rows
Thousands of rows per student user
Link to individualized information
Questions about security

The Concern is the Tables and not the 
Dashboards

Degree Analytics Website
https://www.degreeanalytics.com/facility-usage



The substantial threat to privacy would occur if GW used vendors 
who engaged with data brokers or if table data was compromised

- As far as the subcommittee knows, this did not occur. 
- We also did not detect any nefarious intent
- But again these are inherent risks to any collection of 

personal information.

Again Good News



While the program was extremely intrusive, little value was achieved. 

No clear thought into the research questions that guided the pilot.

Other easy means of accessing information (building cards, event 
monitors)

In sum, the costs to privacy outweighed the negligible gains.

The first problem:
Intrusion Outweighs Value



Gaining consent and providing notification is necessary because 
of inherent risks in collecting and storing personal information

1) Vendor Practices
2) Higher Education Norms
3) GW Policy

The second problem: no consent or privacy 
notification



GW Partnered with Degree Analytics

GWIT successfully restricted individual location 
data to individuals with user permissions

Degree Analytics however is clear that their tools 
require consent by users

They did not provide any notification, explain the 
program, provide opt outs, or other information

These policies are listed by Degree Analytics in 
many places

Vendor Best Practices

Degree Analytics 
Website

Degree Analytics: Data Privacy, Higher Ed
(available from Aaron Benz)



Universities publicly announce these programs 
- McMaster
- Purdue
- Sacramento State
- VCU

The example of VCU

- Created a public semester pilot
- Students notified and provided opt-outs
- Students saw no value and half opted out
* VCU was different program in kind but shows             

privacy is salient for many students 

Higher Education Norms

“Colleges are turning students’ phones into 
surveillance machines, tracking the locations of 

hundreds of thousands.” Washington Post, 
December 24, 2019



GW’s Personal Information and Privacy

“the data collector must inform the individual 
what information is being collected (both 
actively and passively)”

“the data processor must make available a 
privacy notice detailing how personal 
information will be used and who to contact 
with any questions or concerns.”

GW Policy



Crucial to determine what policies need to be in place

- Already invested in infrastructure
- DNA Spaces on the horizon

Next Steps



Universities increasingly have the 
same policymaking structure

An executive committee composed 
of representatives from the provost, 
IT, and the president’s office

A set of advisory committees with 
deans, faculty, and students (when 
relevant)

An independent compliance office 
staffed by professional lawyers or 
involvement by OGC on key 
committees

How did this happen?

University of Rochester IT 
Governance

Northwestern IT Governance

Emory IT GovernanceWake Forest IT Governance

Washington University in St. 
Louis IT Governance



Transition to Shared Services Created a Hierarchical 
Structure

GWIT has a single report

No Executive Committee to ensure programs are consistent with strategic plan or 
have value

No clear advisory committees to ensure consultation by provost, deans, faculty, 
and students

Potential Conflict of Interest as Compliance is not separate 

No institutionalized means to ensure programs work toward the education and 
research mission of the university

GWs Hierarchical Structure


